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2020 Winter Solstice Celestial Alignments in the Unifying Principle 
 
Jana:   
 
So now let’s set the conceptual and energetic platform for this monumental Gathering.  
 
We’ll briefly view how the Heavens are very specifically aligned for us, for all of 
Humanity and for Earth this Solstice, as we align into UNITY with them to fulfill a great 
purpose for taking our embodiments and masterfully creating form within form.  Our 
group has been preparing for and integrating these past five years for this activation 
now.  
 
As it’s been mentioned, it’s the close of an Age and the opening of another.  And this 
December 31 marks the final completion and close of the Piscean Age and the opening 
of the Aquarian Age.  
 
As some of you have mentioned and if you look up, even tomorrow, to the southwest 
sky, you can see a very large rare Light brightly shining above the horizon just after 
sunset.  
 
This is the unifying, as we know, of the Planets Jupiter and Saturn -- a Cosmic 
conjunction alignment that represents what’s taking place now.  
 
Saturn represents the taskmaster of earthly life lessons, often learned sternly.  Jupiter 
represents our more refined enlightened states of being and expressing.  And so, these 
planets are precisely aligned at this moment for us to bring about and manifest our 
service’s purpose of Unity Consciousness with Love. 
 
As an overview, today’s alignment completes a planetary triad geometry formed 
through the year 2020.  It began last January 12th with a Saturn-Pluto conjunction. 
Pluto signifies global level earthly events, often abrupt, thorough game-changers.  
 
We then had its turning point on June 30th with an over-lighting of Jupiter and Pluto 
conjunction, and now closes with a very specific unifying of Jupiter and Saturn, that have 
just recently entered into Aquarius this past week. 
  
There are always Celestial host indicators for our Earth’s and Humanity’s reflection and 
activation.  This one began on the 11-11-11, celebrating the return of the Christed 
matrix, amplifying greatly on this year’s 11-11, marking the 1st Iteration, leading to this 
now. 
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[2:55]  A total solar eclipse a week ago on December 14 has also heralded in today’s 
event.  It brought in the unifying of our Earth and Sun in our Solar System, producing a 
Celestial Image known as the Diamond Ring -- creating whole darkness on Earth and 
amplifying it into brilliant Light. 
 
Then three days ago, on the 18th, our Earth and Solar Sun aligned with our Galactic 
Center -- with the Diamond Light of the Great Central Sun Alcyone, emanating through 
the Galactic Central Sun with our Sun -- fusing the Golden Christed and Source White 
Light to Earth.    
 
Phew! 
 
The vast emanations of all these Light Codes are very precisely ushering in this 12-21 
Solstice alignment. 
 
And now, in this moment, as we collectively stand in our Light Bodies with all of these 
alignments, we’re converging into this 21st Solstice, illuminating even more Divine 
precision to us.  What’s appearing to be the darkest day, with the least Light for us on 
Earth, is actually signifying the return of ever-growing Light to Earth with a New Era.  
 
So with our Collective now fully unified with all these planetary alignments and celestial 
indicators -- from the 11-11, the 14th and the 18th, and now into this 21st -- it’s 
preparing Humans for the convergence that sets center stage for our Collective service 
activation. 
 
Let’s refresh our awareness of Celestial alignments with Earth’s Christed progression to 
now.  Some call today’s rare Solstice Jupiter-Saturn conjunction the Christmas Star.  But 
it only relates to what the Star of Bethlehem heralded in at that time.  
 
It had been a very rigid and physical era on Earth, where survival and the pleasures of 
earthly matter contributed to the Maya or deep unconsciousness of that age.  That 
dense age came to a close with the alignment that was seen as the Star of Bethlehem.  
 
And that Celestial alignment signaled the opening to the Piscean Age then, brought in 
through Yeshua as a Christed Being, as he took birth in form.  He was the Human who 
began to set the introduction of that New Age of Pisces.  
 
Yeshua introduced Love and Unity Consciousness in the beginning stages.  It has taken 
almost two thousand years to manifest enough to accommodate the close of the 
Piscean Age and the opening of the Aquarian Age. 
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[6:03]  We can see now that we are the Humans in form that are now charged with 
opening a New Aquarian Age of 5th Dimensional Consciousness, including introducing a 
new state of matter within ourselves, Humanity, and Earth.  
 
The value of this alignment cannot be overstated.   
In birthing this Aquarian Age, we formulate a new, less distorted paradigm.  It opens the 
door to fresh ideas, concepts and Energetics.  
This alignment can produce movement in the Cosmic Realms of Creation that produces 
a New Earth and a new Electro-Magnetic Field around and within the Earth. 
 
This is a drastic change in the Consciousness in how we, as Humans, create the new 
Dimensional sequences of time, space, and matter.   
 
And again, our Seating of the Divine members have been preparing for and integrating 
for this the last five years.  And here we are now! 
 
Because we hold the 5th-6th-7th Dimensional Light Templates in our bodies, we are prime 
candidates to bring forth this new Era of Consciousness and to transmit these Energies 
into the Collective of Humans, all Human hybrid forms, and the Earth, which then and 
further affects the Milky Way Galaxy tremendously.  Not only that, but it affects the 
whole Universe. 
 
December 31, we’ll co-create the final close of the Piscean Age and begin with the 
opening of the Aquarian Age.  
 
We can fully appreciate that this Cosmic service event, reflected in these Planetary and 
Celestial alignments, now creates the base for other alignments and other Light 
configurations to begin to activate.  
 
 
 


